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Smoking Laws.. SU is considered the dominant source of ionization in the post-flare phase
[@Kahler2007; @Cargill2010], although the regions where coronal holes are found is not favored for
the particle acceleration as their dense plasma exosphere inhibits turbulent fluctuations needed for
efficient acceleration [@Jokipii1987]. In fact, the locations of coronal holes are associated with lower
particle fluxes [@Cargill2010]. The presence of a local active region such as filament 2 and the
absence of coronal holes in the areas of smaller $B_p$ (e.g., the lower right hand corner of the
figure) suggests that magnetic reconnection is not the primary driver of acceleration of PUIs in this
flare. ![Histograms of magnetic field value for primary events associated with filaments (left) and
weaker field transects (right).[]{data-label="fig-field-histograms"}](fig7.eps){width="5.5in"} The
absence of significant variations in coronal composition across the flaring region suggests the
possible presence of a surface neutral sheet during the flare [@Kahler2007]. This would ensure that
charged particles are trapped and energized in the environment of the neutral sheet. Since these
neutrals are not as well-mixed as the ions, their $B_p$ would be expected to be lower. If PUIs are
accelerated near the neutral sheet, this would allow for a simple, highly efficient model in which a
PFPUI is accelerated all the way down to the photosphere [@Sylwester2010; @Olmedo2010]. This
would also imply that the magnetic field at the footpoints of the coronal field lines is relatively
weaker compared to the field strengths at higher altitudes. This is supported f988f36e3a
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